
New research upends 
conventional wisdom about 
achieving resolutions. Read 
on for the easy strategies 
that guarantee success

You’re jotting down 2017’s goals: 
lose weight, save money, organize 
the house… But instead of feeling 

excited, you’re thinking of all the ways 
you fell short last year. In no time, you’re 
defeated—and it’s not even January yet.

Instead of beating yourself up, Donna 
Stoneham, Ph.D., author of The Thriver’s 
Edge, advises reexamining the strate-
gies you use to set, track and achieve 
goals. “Strategies guide your actions, 
and the right ones can take you from 
feeling unmotivated to feeling confident 
and in control,” she asserts. In fact, new 
research shows the goal-setting strate-
gies experts have been suggesting for 
years have unexpected downsides, and 
doing the opposite may be key to success.

One reason old tactics fail: “Our cul-
ture is very achievement-oriented,” says 
Carly Anderson, Ph.D., a psychologist 
at Premier Sport Psychology in Edina, 
Minnesota. “We do not often reward or 
pay salaries for effort and persistence, 
so we’re conditioned to only put value 
on results.” And when they don’t come 
soon enough, we give up. For example, 
setting firm intentions for a 30-pound 
weight loss focuses attention on out-
comes. So rather than celebrating losing 
5 pounds, you beat yourself up for the 
25 still to go, kicking off a vicious cycle 
of frustration and stalled progress.

The good news: It’s possible to find 
a productive new groove, assures 
Anderson. “Concentrate on nailing the 
process, each action step along the way, 
and let the outcome take care of itself.” 
Here, the surprising twists on old advice 
that will help you achieve any goal.
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Tackling one change at a time will 
work, but not as well as juggling 
multiple goals, say scientists at the 
University of California at Santa 
Barbara. In their study, when people 
overhauled their diet and exercise 
routines, they had great improve-
ments in strength, focus and mood 
six weeks later—outperforming  
people in separate studies who 
made just one change. “Small gains 
in one area fuel motivation for the 
rest, and you’ll find you’re capable of 
much more than you thought,” says 
Stoneham. So a coffee date (social-
izing goal) calms anxiety, preventing 
stress eating (weight-loss goal).

But how do we avoid burnout? 
Stoneham says the trap is believ-
ing you have to do it all, all the time. 
“Running a million miles an hour, 
you become unconscious of your 
needs,” she warns. Flexibility is key 
to sustainable change (like allowing 
yourself to cheat once a week on 
each goal). You’re moving toward 
a whole that’s greater than the sum 
of many smaller compromises.

You often hear, “Keep your eyes 
on the prize,” but scientists reporting 
in the Journal of Consumer Research 
advise taking your focus off the fin-
ish line. In their study, the number of 
subjects who succeeded at a task 
increased by 62 percent when the 
reward for completion was a mys-
tery. The reason: People kept their 
attention in the present as the thrill 
of the unknown, or the “motivating 

The oft-repeated advice to share your 
resolutions with others so you have 
an accountability partner may actu-
ally backfire, report researchers in the 
journal Psychological Science. So if you 
want to exercise regularly, for example, 
posting the intention on Facebook or 
texting a friend that you’re going to do 
a boot camp at the gym can actually 
reduce your desire to work out. The 
study authors explain that sharing a 
vision of your future self makes you 
feel as if people already see you that 
way. So telling others you’re going to be 
a workout buff sucks some of the moti-
vational juice out of your training plan.

To keep a goal on track solo, 
Stoneham says to channel your “inner 
champion,” or the part of you that 
knows your capabilities and believes 
in you. How? Change the tone you 
use for self-talk. Rather than crack-
ing the whip after a skipped workout, 
speak to yourself kindly (That’s okay, 
you needed a rest). “Women have a 
thing about ‘not-enoughness,’” says 
Stoneham. “But within us all is a sup-
portive voice that seeks expression.”

Visualizing success is a proven perfor-
mance booster, but even more helpful 
is adding a few anticipated hurdles into 
the picture, according to a New York 
University study. Doing so, a practice 
dubbed “mental contrasting,” made 
study subjects 25 percent more likely to 
take the stairs when they contrasted the 
goal of fitness with the obstacle of an 
elevator. So if you want to increase your 
savings, picture a fatter 401(k) along-
side a roadblock like a car loan. Why it 
works: Setting dreams and reality side 
by side prompts the brain to devote 
more energy to problem solving.

How to avoid feeling discouraged 
by the real-life snags that do arise? 
Stoneham suggests pretending for 
a moment the hurdle you’re facing 
belongs to a friend, then brainstorm-
ing solutions on her behalf. “When 
it’s your own problem, you can feel 
emotionally wedded to a certain result, 
which constricts your view of solu-
tions. Shifting perspectives, you’re 
looking at life through a wide-angle 
lens instead of a soda straw, allowing 
you to see expansive possibilities.”
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uncertainty effect,” propelled them 
forward. “The journey is where the 
excitement is, but you miss the land-
scape when you’re going after one 
result,” says Stoneham. So if you’d like 
to be more tech-savvy at work to get 
promoted, stay open to unexpected 
payoffs rather than fixating on the raise. 

It can be tough to let go of a fixed 
image of success, so Stoneham 
advises identifying the reason for 

tackling the goal (you want to feel 
competent and valued). Then ask, 
How can I achieve that right now? 
You may see that without an official 
bump in title, you could still offer to 
orient newcomers or take charge of a 
project. As you observe multiple path-
ways emerge, you’ll see that many 
futures are possible—including one 
where you realize a promotion wasn’t 
what you wanted after all.
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